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A New Generation of Anonymous Trading

360T GX is a fully managed anonymous trading venue with a customised liquidity pool for every client, multiple credit hubs and maximum flexibility. A 24-hour team focuses on minimising market impact whilst maximising appropriate liquidity.

It is a new generation of anonymous trading, catering to every trading style without compromising the principles of low impact, low latency execution.

360T GX facilitates an ecosystem of over 600 buy- and sell-side clients, well diversified by geography (over 75 countries) and segment (Tier 1 banks / non-banks, Corporates, Asset Managers, regional banks, Hedge Funds, systematic trading firms etc.)

With 360T GX you get unique differentiated liquidity for each currency pair specifically customised to your trading needs.

Your Personal Liquidity Manager

With 24-hour attention from a team of liquidity managers across the globe, our focus is on building and curating sustainable pools of liquidity for each portfolio of order flow to ensure that market access intention matches the appropriate quality of service of liquidity.

360T GX Features:

- With access to over 500 price streams globally, and strong participation from local currency specialists within our franchise, we offer unique differentiated liquidity for each currency pair, specifically customised to your trading needs.
- Credit risk mitigation and access to the ECN is provided via a network of CCPs, PBs, PoPs and direct bank lines.
- Round-the-clock access to deep liquidity in 162 Major, EM and exotic Spot currency pairs and precious metals with tight spreads from 0.1 pips.
- Genuine, uncorrelated, diversified client flow and firm liquidity from leading Market Makers on the Central Limit Order Book (CLOB) powered by the Eurex T7’s ultra-low latent matching technology.
- Ability to access this market through existing FIX connectivity or directly through our low-latency ETI API.
- Liquidity providers can provide sweepable and full amount streams simultaneously for widest participation whilst receiving complete benefit from the platform’s various liquidity protections.
- On screen position monitor, P/L tracker and job history tracker for position averaging.
- Basket trading available. Set your own currency pairs and percentages.
- Accurate and precise insights from us on your participation allow you to optimise your performance, and are complemented with the deep experience from our execution managers in your region.

Access to 360T GX: Available direct via GTX GUI or via 360T SuperSonic Trader GUI.
The 360TGX Differentiators

- **Leading Technology**
  Robust and flexible low-latency technology, supported by granular optimisation of individual client liquidity pools.

- **Binary Market Data Protocols**
  360TGX ECN Market Data is available via high-speed-optimised binary protocols and supports first generation binary protocols including ITCH. 360TGX also includes GTTP, a proprietary binary protocol based on a new framework currently being standardised by the High-Performance Working Group of FIX Protocol Limited.

- **Powerful Algorithmic Order Types and Strategy Modules**
  360TGX ECN supports several algorithmic order types and a library of pre-built strategies, enabling traders to develop intelligent execution tactics without requiring programming knowledge or support from overburdened IT or quant departments.

- **Liquidity Optimisation**
  360TGX's dedicated liquidity management team proactively manages liquidity on the platform to optimise execution quality for all market participants. In addition to continuously monitoring platform liquidity, the team works directly with clients to configure counterparty pools in order to support different trading strategies and requirements.

- **Central Counterparty Clearing Model**
  Our central clearing model enables all-to-all trading on the ECN versus fragmented liquidity on decentralised platforms. All trades are cleared through one of our central counterparties, each supporting their respective liquidity hubs.

- **Live Real-time Market Data**
  360TGX streams Live Market Data via GUI, FIX API as well as ultra-low latency binary protocols to best match each client's information needs and data infrastructure. Our ECN data is neutral, derived from natural and algorithmic flows from hundreds of buy- and sell-side institutions active on the platform.

The Global FX Marketplace

360T is far more than an award-winning multi-bank, multi-asset trading platform for OTC and listed financial instruments. As Deutsche Börse Group’s global FX unit, the company offers services across the entire trading workflow of FX and short-term Money Market asset classes to satisfy the needs of Corporate Treasurers, Institutional Asset Managers and Hedge Funds as well as Banks. Beyond optimising execution, 360T allows clients to directly reduce their operational costs and risks in all parts of the trading life cycle while enhancing compliance and transparency at the same time.